
Greg Korn AIA Architects ["GKA"] is a full
service architecture firm specializing in
industrial building design. Founded in 2004 by
Gregory Ian Korn, GKA services its clients from
offices in New York and Los Angeles. Clients
include a range of local manufacturers,
distributors, and business owners. From
programming and space planning for front-office
renovations, to 3D building modeling and virtual
walk-throughs on assembly line reconfigurations,
to detailed construction drawings on warehouse
expansions, GKA provides its clients with an
invaluable combination of expertise, innovation,
and attentive and quality service.

+ Licensed Architect: NY, NJ, AZ, CA, NCARB

+ Insured, LEED AP, Member AIA, NFPA

WAREHOUSE & INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS AND INTERIORS

Greg Korn AIA Architects assists its
clients in all aspects of the design,
permitting, and construction project
management for their industrial buildings

+ Building Type Selection & Site Planning

+ Logistics, Programming, and Space Analysis

+ Office, Conference, Interior Design

+ Facade Improvement

+ Local Planning Department Submittals

+ State & Federal Environmental Compliance

+ Building, Fire Department, Code Reports

+ Foundation, Structural, and Civil Engineering*

+ HVAC Design and MEP Engineering*

+ Lighting, Security, Fire Safety, Tele/Data

+ Construction Phase Services

+ Measured ("As-Built") Drawings, CAD drawings

(* Subconsulted)

ARCHITECTURE & ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SERVICES

A century ago, Greg’s grandfather George
H. Korn and his brothers founded Bangor
Mills, a nylon manufacturer that employed
hundreds of people in a 200,000sf facility
in northeastern Pennsylvania.  During
World War II,  Bangor was a leading
supplier of mosquito netting to the US and
Allied forces in the Pacific.

FIRM BACKGROUND

1301 N La Brea Avenue, Inglewood, CA 90302 | (310) 680-9090

20 West Street, New York, NY 10004 | (212) 514-8880

Wood Mill Renovation and Expansion - Dutchess, NY

Industrial Office Interior - Brooklyn, NY

BANGOR MILLS - A HISTORY

Today, GKA continues a
commitment to  the
manufacturing economy
by focusing  on the
optimal design,
performance, and
safety of industrial
buildings.

Bangor Mills Inc., Penn Argyl, PA

"Greg provided architectural services to The Hudson Co. and

I have found his quality of work and character to be of the

highest caliber. Greg is honest, reliable, and thorough."

- Jamie H. The Hudson Company Brooklyn, NY

Are you a business owner planning to build
or renovate a warehouse or factory?

The patience, experience and professionalism Greg Korn

demonstrated, enabled me to accomplish the goal to successfully

build out my building. Guiding me through the maze of city

bureaucracy and the confusing demands to gain a building permit,

was invaluable. His ability to dissect the tedious and complex

circumstances is an incredible qualification he calmly utilized.

Gathering additional architects and contractors expressed his

willingness and ability to work with others to acquire the best results

for me. Because of his suggestions and adjustments along the way,

I could provide the detailed plans the city was looking for as they

passed the plan check.

William A. CKM Properties Corona, CA

Hazardous Materials Manufacturing Facility - Inglewood, CA


